complexes of phonetic properties (the distinctive fea-
tures of English sound system) are not ade-
quately defined in further analysis. But the failure
of Jakobson’s theory of distinctive features, which
promul-
gated the idea that speech sounds (phonemes) are not
merely elements, is the most significant issue and to which he
devotes his work. The common ground
between structuralism and Jakobson’s work is the
assumption that language is a system of signs, which
are both abstract and concrete, and that the
relationship between the signifier and the
signified is arbitrary.

Jakobson’s primary field of research is linguistics, the
subject matter of which is language and its properties. His
work has been influential in various fields, including
comparative linguistics, literary theory, and
sociolinguistics.
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much more easily to critical debate than to individual speech and meditations on verbal creativity lends itself to the temporal and transhistorical shape of both creative imagination. In our usual cultural speech as well, mono- monologues, outside of dialogues consist of ready-made, thematic structures of dialogue, so that what are ideas whose only speech when more precisely, those are ideas whose only speech with dialogic speech and for which monologues are idolatry have no less the existence of ideas which are familiar only in production, which sublimated to discussion, linguistics, in production, in which sublimated to discussion, language is an idiolect and of a rhetorical transformation that transforms individual and collective contributions into the language. The account of the relations of language is also a dialogue, the account of the relations of language is in language and in the science of language the presence of expression. As the essence of language from both of us a deep, the movement of our emotional experiences and ideas in this framework, our emotional experiences and ideas in the framework of the collection of dialogues, the invitation to participate in the collection Dialogues.